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I provided paired texts as well as their word banks. Try not to repeat yourself even when trying to reiterate an
idea. I would personally conclude by saying It may seem that 5. This makes all the difference once you begin.
For this whole group activity, we will use two characters from the story Little Red Riding Hood. Goal 2,
Standard 2- To use English to achieve academically in all content areas: Students will use English to obtain,
process, construct, and provide subject matter information in spoken and written form. Competency  This
allowed students to ask questions for clarification and to see what their finished essay should resemble. I want
you to practice storytelling the tales you will adapt, touching each of the story-planning booklet's four pages as
you go. When students feel included in their learning they are engaged and willing to learn due to the lowering
of the affective filter. This activity allows the students to see people who look like them and it allows them to
feel like their culture has had a great impact on the community in which they live. Avoid using slangs, overtly
complicated language or leaving sentences half done. I reminded the students of the scaffolds which were
available to them. I used transportation modeling to solve this problem. Please understand that writers often
write adaptations of a classic story: Let me suggest the class participate in an inquiry on how writers do this. I
then distribute a bin of books about a particular animal to each club. Then I gave them the assignment and
expectations. Getting Started] min. I signaled her class to meet me at the carpet. This reading lesson focused
on the standards RL3 Describe characters in a story e. In Mrs. We all enjoyed a good laugh. Sentence starters
are kept on rings and hung on hooks, students use them when needed. Make sure you have time to revise and
make corrections since the exam is written in pencil. This was a writing lesson which focused on CCSS. Many
of you already know the importance but the reason is not finding the reliable resource ends the need. I will
demonstrate storytelling a familiar fairy tale across four pages in a story-planning booklet. Groups contained
students who are high performers but may struggle with one specific standard. In addition there is 1 student
that speaks Hindi at home and another speaks Creole. We will compare granny and the wolf. The English fairy
tales used during this lesson included Spanish versions too. Common Core Standards  I was pleased to see
them turn to their classmates, however, it was somewhat disappointing that they were not willing to try on
their own. Reveal an anchor chart that includes those. This will allow me to provide further instruction if need,
I will also collect the diagrams to check for correct use. Students, who are the entering and beginning stages of
the L2, will work in groups to complete assignment and have sentence starters. Students were able to relate to
this activity because even though they are not native English speakers and have different cultural backgrounds,
they have compared themselves to someone or have been compared to someone.


